
Appendix 1 
 
By means of a written contract, dated 31st August 2016, using Transfer Form 
TR5 including both whole (W) and part (P) transfers, land and a house was 
transferred from Vendors (Goodhart) to Purchasers (Dr Susanna Hart and Dr 
Christopher George) as follows: 
 
Lord and Lady Goodhart (the former represented by Hon Laura Watts with a 
PoA) transferred the whole of BK96558 (which includes the land under the 
eastern wall but not the bricks thereon which we have agreed should belong 
to the Albins) appertaining to Youlbury House) and whole of ON 327903 
(appertaining to the wood and roadway to White Barn and alongside Agents 
Cottage) and registered this change of ownership with the Land Registry (LR) 
on 31st August 2016. 
 
The children of Lord and Lady Goodhart (Frances Benjamin and Laura) sold 
parts (P) of ON187583 to us. The parts in question were; a) the land south of 
Agents cottage particularised by means of LR ON 327903 (marked in green), 
b) a small triangle of land (ECF) in the NE section (shown in SK11 ) and c) a 
parcel of land, between 5 and 7 m wide, particularised in a separate document  
forming the paperwork for a private sale between Vendor and Purchaser (i.e. 
not involving the Albins who exchanged 2 months later in October) which 
document, for convenience, we will refer to as the “Private Treaty Land 
Transfer plan” (PTLTP) and which, incidentally, had errors but none of 
significance with respect to the Albins. This last-mentioned parcel of land, 
inter alia, contains an area forming a right of way (Points A to X on the Deed) 
from George Robinson (at White Barn) at the West to his land at the East. 
Much of this right of way land as opposed to the land in the “transfer of land 
plan” is also particularised on ON215469  and on this LR plan the right of way  
is scaled at about 4 m wide.  
 
At a later date (17 10 2016), the Goodhart children as sole vendors, owning 
the remainder of ON187583, having previously sold the aforementioned three 
parts of the Agent’s land to us described below, sold the remainder to the 
Albins.  
 
The two parts of land that the Albins are “wrongly claiming” and, to be fair, are 
on their LR document, are identified in blue highlighter on SK11 as a 
quadrilateral ABCD from BK 96558 and triangle ECF from the “Private Treaty 
Land Transfer plan” (PTLTP).  
 
 
Please be aware that someone be it the vendors, their solicitors,  the Albin’s 
solicitor(s) or the Land Registry have got this “later” LR plan wrong.  The Albin 
L R plan ON 187583 was registered on 17/10/2016 as opposed to our LR date 
of 31/08/2016. The plan is wrong because it included a part of BK 96558 
which had previously been sold to us some six weeks before. Nemo dat quod 
non habet applies. 



 
 
Land Registry plans are notorious for their caveats and it is recognised that 
Title Deeds, if extant, take priority over Land Registry. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt there is a robust “audit trail” of ownership from the 
1949 Title Transfer Deed dated 29th December 1949 with deed plans (as 
opposed to LR plans) from JOHN DICKINSON EVANS to ARTHUR LEHMAN 
GOODHART, the Conveyance from Arthur to Cecily (his wife), by a Deed of 
Gift dated the 6th August 1963 and made BETWEEN CECILY AGNES 
MACAY GOODHART to Philip Carter Goodhart, from Philip Carter Goodhart 
to WILLIAM HOWARD GOODHART for £9,000 in 1970 (note that this western 
boundary is identical to the wrong LR plan of the Albins), from Philip Carter 
Goodhart to WILLIAM HOWARD GOODHART dated 27th June 1985, from 
PHILIP CARTER GOODHART  to WILLIAM HOWARD GOODHART who sold 
the land specified along with Val’s Cottage (known now as Agents Cottage) 
adjacent to and contiguous with that sold to WILLIAM HOWARD GOODHART 
in 1970, cited above.  (Note that the “Tank” boundary is exactly contiguous 
with the 1970 sale where it asymmetrically bisects the tanks) then from 
WILLIAM HOWARD GOODHART  to Celia (his wife, who is still alive). 
Aditionally, by a Conveyance, dated 4th August 1999, the “road” and wood to 
the north was transferred from Philip Carter Goodhart to WILLIAM HOWARD 
GOODHART. By a Title Deed (thought to be of Gift and thought to be dated 
28th June 2012) from Celia Goodhart Agents Cottage (as it is now)  was 
transferred into the joint names of The Honourable Benjamin Herbert 
Goodhart, The Honourable Annabel Frances Goodhart and The Honourable 
Laura Christabel Watts.  
 
Finally, by a combination of vendors both Lord and Lady Goodhart and their 
children, they then sold the three particularised parts (P) of Agents Cottage, 
the whole (W) of the BK96558 and the whole (W) of the woodland ON 215469 
to us, Drs Hart and George. 
 
At the time of the sale to us the Goodharts and children were in undisputed 
ownership of all parts of the land in BK96558 and the triangle shown in SK12. 
 
This issue by whomsoever (and it is not known if it was the vendors’s 
solicitors, the Albin’s solicitors or the Land Registry itself of the Albins’ version 
of their LR is clearly a mistake by someone of which the Albins have been put 
on notice by us on numerous occasions both orally and in writing.   
 
The advice on which it appears the Albins are reliant and reported to us by 
them as being from Bower and Bailey, the Albins solicitors, which was: 

“Dear Vivienne, 
Thank you for your emails. 
I think that you are able to rely on the boundaries as shown on your title 
plan (ON187583).  



I have downloaded up to date copies of the Land Registry Map Search 
(see two attached plans) which show the your property and the 
respective boundaries of all of the surrounding properties so far as the 
Land Registry is concerned. 
Kind regards, 
Jonathan” 

  
 
 
We consider this is lacking in specificity (the use of the term I “think”)  and 
appears merely to be an opinion unsubstantiated by evidence or reference to 
Title Deeds or, indeed, an understanding of nemo data quod non habet. What 
the LR says is not worth the paper it is written on in a boundary dispute as it is 
so qualified with caveats and this later LR of the Albins’ is self evidently wrong 
on dates alone. What is relevant are the Title Deeds and these show the trail 
leads from Mr Evans in 1949 to us in August 2016 with no possibility of 
mistake over the boundary location over that period of time as all parts were in 
the vendors’ ownership six weeks before the Albins bought the remaining 
parts.  
 
Finally, and it is only ancillary evidence of vendor intention (rather than 
contractual evidence) there is the written note from Laura Watts on the 
ownership of the well to the east of the path.  This can be seen below.  It is 
clear from this note, regardless of any boundaries plan, that the vendors’ 
intention was that the boundary should have been the path and that the well 
was on our land “…our side of the path”. 
 



 
 
 


